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Abstract— The emergence of new applications on the Internet
like voice-over-IP, peer-to-peer, and video-on-demand has created
highly dynamic and changing traffic patterns. In order to route
such traffic with Quality-of-Service (QoS) guaranteeswithout
requiring detection of traffic changes in real-time or reconfiguring
the network in response to it, we consider a routing and bandwidth
allocation scheme that allows preconfiguration of the network
such that all traffic patterns permissible within the network’s
natural ingress-egress capacity constraints can be handled in a
capacity efficient manner. The scheme routes traffic in two phases.
In the first phase, incoming traffic is sent from the source to a
set of intermediate nodes and then, in the second phase, from the
intermediate nodes to the final destination. The traffic in the first
phase is distributed to the intermediate nodes in predetermined
proportions that depend on the intermediate nodes.

In this paper, we develop linear programming formulations
and a fast combinatorial algorithm for routing under the scheme
so as to maximize throughput (or, minimize maximum link uti-
lization). We compare the throughput performance of the scheme
with that of the optimal scheme among the class of all schemes
that are allowed to even make the routing dependent on the
traffic matrix. For our evaluations, we use actual Internet Service
Provider topologies collected for the Rocketfuel project. We also
bring out the versatility of the scheme in not only handling
widely fluctuating traffic but also accommodating applicability
to several widely differing networking scenarios, including (i)
economical Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), (ii) supporting
indirection in specialized service overlay models like Internet
Indirection Infrastructure (i3), (iii) adding QoS guarantees to
services that require routing through a network-based middlebox,
and (iv) reducing IP layer transit traffic and handling extreme
traffic variability in IP-over-Optical networks without dynamic
reconfiguration of the optical layer. The two desirable properties
of supporting indirection in specialized service overlay models
and static optical layer provisioning in IP-over-Optical networks
are not present in other approaches for routing variable traffic,
such as direct source-destination routing along fixed paths.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As the Internet continues to grow in size and complex-
ity, it becomes increasingly difficult to predict future traffic
patterns. Many emerging applications for the Internet are
characterized by highly variable traffic behavior over time.
Classical approaches to network design and planning rely
on a model in which a single traffic matrix is estimated.
When actual traffic does not conform to such assumptions (as
is often the case), desired Quality-of-Service (QoS) cannot
be guaranteed due to network congestion. Development of
routing infrastructures that optimize network resources while
accommodating extreme traffic unpredictability in a robust and
efficient manner will be one of the defining themes in the next
phase of expansion of the Internet.

In order to meet this requirement of robust and efficient
network routing in a highly dynamic and changing traffic

environment, we consider a routing and bandwidth allocation
scheme [9] that allows preconfiguration of the network such
that all traffic patterns permissible within the network’s natural
ingress-egress capacity constraints can be handled without
network reconfiguration. Such preconfiguration simplifies net-
work operation by avoiding the need to detect traffic changes
in real-time and to reconfigure the network in response.
The scheme routes traffic in two phases. In the first phase,
incoming traffic is sent from the source to a set of intermediate
nodes and then, in the second phase, from the intermediate
nodes to the final destination. The traffic in the first phase
is distributed to the intermediate nodes in predetermined
proportions that depend on the intermediate nodes, as proposed
in [9]. Throughout this paper, we will refer to this scheme as
two-phase routing.

In order to fully comprehend the motivation behind the
development of such a scheme, it is important to understand,
from an Internet Service Provider’s (ISP) perspective, the diffi-
culty of deploying and operating a more dynamic architecture
that requires the measurement of possibly changing traffic in
real-time as well as reconfiguring the network in response to
such changes in order to provide QoS guarantees. We address
these aspects in Sections II-A and IV.

The two-phase routing scheme is versatile not only in its
ability to handle widely fluctuating traffic but also in its
applicability to several widely differing networking scenarios.
We illustrate this through example applications of the routing
scheme to (i) economical Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), (ii)
providing Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [18] like func-
tionality with QoS guarantees in a network, (iii) adding QoS
guarantees to services that require routing through a network-
based middlebox, and (iv) reducing IP layer transit traffic and
handling extreme traffic variability in IP-over-Optical networks
without dynamic reconfiguration of the optical layer.

A unique aspect of the i3 application arising from its
indirection property is that unlike traditional networks, the
final destination of a packet is not known at the network
ingress. Hence, methods that need pre-provisioned paths to
be set up between a network’s ingress and egress nodes for
providing bandwidth guarantees are not usable. For the IP-
over-optical network application, it is important that both paths
and their associated bandwidths do not change with shifts in
traffic. The scheme is well-suited to both these applications
unlike existing routing methodologies.

We develop linear programming formulations and a fast
combinatorial algorithm for routing under the scheme so as to
maximize throughput (or, minimize maximum link utilization).
We compare the throughput performance of two-phase routing
with that of the optimal scheme among the class of all



schemes that are allowed to make the routing dependent on the
traffic matrix. For our evaluations, we use actual ISP network
topologies collected for the Rocketfuel project [17].

The combinatorial algorithm developed is a Fully Polyno-
mial Time Approximation Scheme (FPTAS). An FPTAS is an
algorithm that finds a solution with objective function value
within (1 + ε)-factor of the optimal solution and runs in time
that is a polynomial function of the input parameters and1

ε .
The input parameters in our problem are the number of nodes
n and linksm in the network, and the size (number of bits)
of the input numbers (link capacities and node ingress-egress
capacities). The value ofε can be chosen to provide the desired
degree of optimality for the solution.

Throughput (which is the reciprocal of maximum link
utilization) is an important but not the only optimization metric
for network routing. For example, network capacity minimiza-
tion has been considered in the context of two-phase routing
in [9]. We focus on network throughput in this paper because
it is one of the most common metrics used in the literature, it
is used in capacity planning decisions by ISPs, it is directly
related to other metrics like link congestion, and is useful for
multi-period traffic planning when the traffic patterns scale
(roughly) uniformly over time. When considering feasibility
of a traffic matrix on (various what-if) capacitated network
deployment scenarios, throughput is probably the most suitable
metric to consider (feasibility is indicated by a throughput
greater than or equal to1).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we discuss
some aspects of the inherent difficulty in measuring traffic
and introduce the traffic variation model. In Section III, we
describe some application scenarios and their requirements.
In Section IV, we argue why two of these requirements are
not met by existing routing methodologies, thus making the
case for two-phase routing. In Section V, we briefly discuss
the two-phase routing scheme so as to provide context for
this paper. We return to the application scenarios in Section
VI and explain how two-phase routing meets the requirements
outlined in Section III. Section VII introduces the throughput
maximization problem for two-phase routing and provides
linear programming formulations. In Section VIII, we develop
a fast combinatorial algorithm for the problem. Performance
evaluation of two-phase routing is presented in Section IX.
Finally, we conclude in Section X. We briefly describe some
notation before moving on to the next section.

A. Notation

We assume that we are given a networkG = (N,E) with
node setN and (directed) edge setE where each node in the
network can be a source or destination of traffic. Let|N | = n
and |E| = m. The nodes inN are labeled{1, 2, . . . , n}. The
sets of incoming and outgoing edges at nodei are denoted
by E−(i) and E+(i) respectively. We let(i, j) represent a
directed link in the network from nodei to nodej. To simplify
the notation, we will also refer to a link bye instead of
(i, j). The capacity of link(i, j) will be denoted byuij . The
utilization of a link is defined as the traffic on the link divided
by its capacity.

II. T RAFFIC MEASUREMENT AND VARIABILITY

In an utopian network deployment scenario where complete
traffic information is known and does not change over time,
we can optimize the routing for that single traffic matrix – a
large volume of research has addressed this problem. The most
important innovation of the two-phase routing scheme is the
handling of traffic variability in a capacity efficient manner
through static preconfiguration of the network and without
requiring either (i) measurement of traffic in real-time or (ii)
reconfiguration of the network in response to changes in it.
We address the difficulties associated with (i) in this section
and then introduce the traffic variation model. The difficulties
associated with (ii) for IP-over-Optical networks are addressed
in Section IV.

A. Difficulties in Measuring Traffic

Network traffic is not only hard to measure in real-time
but even harder to predict based on past measurements. Direct
measurement methods do not scale with network size as the
number of entries in a traffic matrix is quadratic in the number
of nodes. Moreover, such direct real-time monitoring methods
lead to unacceptable degradation in router performance. In
reality, only aggregate link traffic counts are available for traf-
fic matrix estimation. SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) provides this data via incoming and outgoing byte
counts computed per link every 5 minutes. To estimate the
traffic matrix from such link traffic measurements, the best
techniques today give errors of 20% or more [13].

The emergence of new applications on the Internet like
voice-over-IP, peer-to-peer, and video-on-demand has reduced
the time-scales at which traffic changes dynamically, making
it impossible to extrapolate past traffic patterns to the future.
Currently, ISPs handle such unpredictability in network traffic
by gross over-provisioning of capacity. This has led to ISP
networks being under-utilized to as low as 20% [13].

B. Traffic Variation Model

We consider a traffic variation model where the total amount
of traffic that enters (leaves) an ingress (egress) node in the
network is bounded by the total capacity of all external ingress
links at that node. This is known as thehose modeland was
proposed by Fingerhut et al . [7] and subsequently used by
Duffield et al. [6] as a method for specifying the bandwidth
requirements of a Virtual Private Network (VPN). Note that
the hose model naturally accommodates the network’s ingress-
egress capacity constraints.

We denote the upper bounds on the total amount of traffic
entering and leaving the network at nodei by Ri and Ci

respectively. The point-to-point matrix for the traffic in the
network is thus constrained by these ingress-egress link ca-
pacity bounds. These constraints are the only known aspects
of the traffic to be carried by the network, and knowing these is
equivalent to knowing the row and column sum bounds on the
traffic matrix. That is, any allowable traffic matrixT = [tij ]
for the network must obey

∑

j∈N,j 6=i

tij ≤ Ri,
∑

j∈N,j 6=i

tji ≤ Ci ∀ i ∈ N



For given Ri and Ci values, denote the set of all such
matrices that are partially specified by their row and column
sums byT ( ~R, ~C), that is

T ( ~R, ~C) = {[tij ] |
∑

j 6=i

tij ≤ Ri and
∑

j 6=i

tji ≤ Ci ∀ i}

We will useλ ·T ( ~R, ~C) to denote the set of all traffic matrices
in T ( ~R, ~C) with their entries multiplied byλ.

Note that the traffic distributionT could be any matrix
in T ( ~R, ~C) and could change over time. Two-phase routing
provides a routing architecture that does not make any assump-
tions aboutT apart from the fact that it is partially specified by
row and column sum bounds and can provide QoS guarantees
for routing all matrices inT ( ~R, ~C) without requiring any
detection of changes in traffic patterns or dynamic network
reconfiguration in response to it.

III. M OTIVATING NETWORKING APPLICATIONS

We discuss some motivating networking architectures and
applications that need to handle traffic variation and identify
the requirements of a suitable routing scheme for each sce-
nario. In the next section, we then argue why such require-
ments are not met by existing routing methodologies.

A. IP Backbones

Core (long-haul) networks of ISPs form the backbone of
the Internet and span vast geographical areas (countries and
continents). Each node in such a network, also called a
Point-of-Presence (PoP), connects an access network (or, re-
gional/metro network) to the core network. Internet backbones
are often deployed by interconnecting routers over a switched
optical backbone, also called anIP-over-Optical network.
Because a router line card is typically 3-4 times more expen-
sive than an optical switch card, an IP-over-Optical network
architecture reduces network cost by keeping traffic mostly
in the optical layer [15]. By removing transit traffic from the
routers to the optical switches, the requirement to upgrade
router PoP configurations with increasing traffic is minimized
(since optical switches are more scalable with increasing port
count than routers). Also, since optical switches are known to
be much more reliable compared to routers [12], this makes
the architecture more robust and reliable.

Routing in IP-over-Optical networks needs to make a
compromise between keeping traffic at the optical layer (for
the above reasons) and using intermediate routers for packet
grooming in order to achieve efficient statistical multiplex-
ing of data traffic. In addition, the routing must be able
to handle traffic variability. The (current) traffic matrix is
not only difficult to estimate but changes in the same may
not be detectable in real time. Moreover, dynamic changes
in routing in the network may be difficult or prohibitively
expensive from a network operations perspective. In spite of
the continuing research on IP-Optical integration, network
deployments are far away from utilizing the optical control
plane to provide bandwidth provisioning in real-time to the
IP layer. These translate to the following requirements on the
routing methodology:
• IP traffic must be routed “mostly” at the optical layer

from source to destination routers. Intermediate IP layer
transit may be required for grooming purposes.

• The optical layer (circuits and their bandwidth) must
be statically provisioned a priori to provide bandwidth
guarantees for end-to-end IP traffic. Routing at the IP
layer cannot also be adaptive to traffic changes.

• Bandwidth guarantees must be provided for routing all
traffic matrices.

B. Specialized Service Overlays

The Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) was proposed
in [18] to ease the deployment of services – like mobil-
ity, multicast and anycast – on the Internet. i3 provides a
rendezvous-based communication abstraction through indirec-
tion – sources send packets to a logical identifier, and receivers
express interest in packets sent to an identifier. The rendezvous
points are provided by i3 servers that forward packets to
all receivers that express interest in a particular identifier.
The communication between senders and receivers is through
these rendezvous points over an overlay network. The i3
infrastructure does not store packets but only forwards them. It
is important to note that i3 provides only a best-effort service
like today’s Internet – it neither implements reliability nor
guarantees ordered delivery on top of IP.

Two-phase routing can support indirection and provideQoS
guaranteesfor variable traffic in specialized service overlays
like i3. This is discussed in Section VI-B. Three important
requirements in this context are:
• The routing from the source node(s) to the rendezvous

points cannot depend on the final destination(s) of the
packet, since this is unknown at the source.

• The traffic from the source nodes to the rendezvous points
and from the latter to the destination nodes must be routed
along bandwidth-guaranteed paths.

• These paths cannot be re-routed in response to changes
in traffic patterns, and must have sufficient bandwidth
to handle all possible traffic patterns subject to network
ingress-egress constraints.

C. Middlebox Routing

Intermediate network elements (so called middleboxes),
such as firewalls and transparent caches, are now common-
place. They provide important services like caching, load-
balancing, and content filtering (for network security). To
be effective, the services provided by such middleboxes are
required to be comprehensive in the sense that every packet
routed through the network must pass through at least one
middlebox providing the service. In order to support a mid-
dlebox routing architecture, the routing scheme needs to not
only provide bandwidth guarantees for variable traffic but
also handle the additional constraint that all network traffic
must pass through at least one intermediate network element
node. Two-phase routing can naturally accommodate such an
architecture in ISP networks. This is discussed in Section VI-
C.

D. Other Scenarios of Interest

Another example application where the traffic matrix is
unknown is the provisioning of network-based VPN services
[3] to enterprise customers. VPNs typically provide network



connectivity among different sites of an enterprise. The traffic
distribution between the sites is not known a priori - it may
also change depending on time-of-day, day-of-week, special
activities, etc. The enterprise customer specifies to the ISP
only the total traffic volume and the peak rate out of a given
site (e.g., if a site is connected to the ISP through a T1 link, this
peak rate is about 1.5 Mbps). It is the ISP’s task to transport all
of the offered VPN traffic to the network and carry the traffic
in accordance with the bandwidth guarantees provided in the
Service Level Agreement (SLA). The traffic originating from
or destined to a VPN node is limited only by the aggregate
bandwidth connection of that node to the VPN.

Networks for grid computing also need to handle highly
variable traffic patterns. In grid computing, a complex compu-
tational task is partitioned amongst different computing nodes
that can be geographically distributed and are connected by a
network. The communication patterns amongst grid computing
nodes are highly unpredictable and also can require high burst
rates. Since the traffic matrix is not known, one option is to
dynamically reserve capacity over an underlying network but
this approach will be too slow for grid computing applications.

IV. RELATED ROUTING METHODOLOGIES

We briefly review related work on routing with traffic vari-
ability and point out why such existing methods cannot meet
the requirements outlined above for the various application
scenarios.

Direct routing from source to destination (instead of in two
phases) alongfixed paths for the hose traffic model has been
considered by Duffield et al. [6] and Kumar et al. [11]. In
related work, Azar et al. [2] consider direct source-destination
routing along fixed paths and show how to computerelative
guaranteesfor routing an arbitrary traffic matrix with respect
to the best routing for that matrix. However, they do not
provide absolute bandwidth guaranteesfor routing variable
traffic under the hose model.

In both these approaches,direct source-destination paths
are fixed a priori for routing the traffic between each source-
destination pair. Thus, the source needs toknow the desti-
nation of a packetfor routing it, without which the source
cannot determine the path along which the packet should be
forwarded. In specialized service overlay models like i3, the
final destination of a packet is not known at the source. Thus,
any of the above approaches cannot be used for routing in
service overlay networks.

Direct source-destination routing, when applied to IP-over-
Optical networks, routes packets from source to destination
along direct paths in the optical layer. Note that even though
the paths are fixed a priori and do not depend on the traffic
matrix, their bandwidth requirements changewith variations
in the traffic matrix. Thus, bandwidth needs to be deallo-
cated from some paths and assigned to other paths as the
traffic matrix changes. (Alternatively, paths between every
source-destination pair can be provisioned a priori to handle
the maximum traffic between them, but this leads to gross
overprovisioning of capacity, since all source-destination pairs
cannot simultaneously reach their peak traffic limit in the hose
traffic model.) This necessitatesdynamic reconfigurationof the
provisioned optical layer circuits (i.e., change in bandwidth)

Fig. 1. Routing through direct optical layer circuits in IP-over-Optical
networks.

in response to traffic variations, thus making direct source-
destination routing unsuitable for IP-over-Optical networks.

To illustrate this last point, consider the scenario in Fig-
ure 1 for direct source-destination routing in IP-over-Optical
networks. Here, router A is connected to router C using 3 OC-
48 connections and to Router D using 1 OC-12 connection,
so as to meet the traffic demand from node A to nodes C
and D of 7.5 Gbps and 600 Mbps respectively. Suppose that
at a later time, traffic from A to C decreases to 5 Gbps,
while traffic from A to D increases to 1200 Mbps. Then, the
optical layer must be reconfigured so as to delete one OC-
48 connection between A and C and creating a new OC-12
connection between A and D. As such, therequirement of
static provisioning at the optical layer is not met.

In contrast, two-phase routing has the following properties.
They address both of the above issues.
• The source routes packets independent of their intended

(or, unknown) destination, and
• Both the paths and their bandwidth are fixed a priori and

do not need to be changed as traffic patterns change over
time.

V. OVERVIEW OF TWO-PHASE ROUTING

In this section, we give an overview of the two-phase
routing scheme from [9]. As mentioned earlier, the scheme
does not require the network to detect changes in the traffic
distribution or reconfigure the network in response to it. The
only assumption about the traffic is the limits imposed by the
ingress-egress constraints at each node, as outlined in Section
II-B.

As is indicative from the name, the routing scheme operates
in two phases:
• Phase 1: A predetermined fractionαj of the traffic

entering the network at any node is distributed to every
nodej independent of the final destination of the traffic.

• Phase 2:As a result of the routing in Phase 1, each node
receives traffic destined for different destinations that it
routes to their respective destinations in this phase.

This is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that the traffic split
ratios α1, α2, . . . , αn in Phase 1 of the scheme are such
that

∑n
i=1 αi = 1. A simple method of implementing this

routing scheme in the network is to formfixed bandwidth
paths between the nodes. In order to differentiate between
the paths carrying Phase 1 and Phase 2 traffic, we will refer
to them as Phase 1 and Phase 2 paths respectively. The
critical reason the two-phase routing strategy works is that the
bandwidth required for these tunnels depends on the ingress-
egress capacitiesRi, Ci and the traffic split ratiosαj but
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Fig. 2. Two-Phase Routing.

not on the (unknown) individual entries in the traffic matrix.
Depending on the underlying routing architecture, the Phase 1
and Phase 2 paths can be implemented as IP tunnels, optical
layer circuits, or Label Switched Paths in Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS) [14].

We now derive the bandwidth requirement for the Phase 1
and Phase 2 paths. Consider a nodei with maximum incoming
traffic Ri. Nodei sendsαjRi amount of this traffic to nodej
during the first phase for eachj ∈ N . Thus, the traffic demand
from nodei to nodej as a result of Phase 1 routing isαjRi.
At the end of Phase 1, nodei has receivedαiRk traffic from
any other nodek. Out of this, the traffic destined for nodej
is αitkj since all traffic is initially split without regard to the
final destination. The traffic that needs to be routed from node
i to nodej during Phase 2 is

∑
k∈N αitkj ≤ αiCj . Thus, the

traffic demand from nodei to nodej as a result of Phase 2
routing isαiCj .

Hence, the maximum demand from nodei to node j as
a result of routing in Phases 1 and 2 isαjRi + αiCj . Note
that this does not depend on the matrixT ∈ T ( ~R, ~C). The
scheme handles variability in traffic matrixT ∈ T ( ~R, ~C) by
effectively routing the fixed matrixD = [dij ] = [αjRi+αiCj ]
that depends only on aggregate ingress-egress capacities and
the traffic split ratiosα1, α2, . . . , αn, and not on the specific
matrix T ∈ T ( ~R, ~C). This is what makes the routing scheme
oblivious to changes in the traffic distribution.

An instance of the scheme requires specification of the
traffic split ratios α1, α2, . . . , αn and routing of the Phase
1 and Phase 2 paths. Computation of the above so as to
maximize network throughput is the main focus of this paper.

The traffic split ratiosαi can be generalized to depend on
source and/or destination nodes of the traffic, as proposed in
[9]. While this does not meet the indirection requirement of
specialized service overlays like i3, it can potentially increase
the throughput performance of the two-phase routing scheme
for other application scenarios like IP-over-Optical networks.
We consider the problem of maximum throughput two-phase
routing with generalized traffic split ratios in [10].

VI. A PPLICATIONS OFTWO-PHASE ROUTING

We now return to the application scenarios described in
Section III and discuss how our routing scheme can be applied
to each scenario.

Fig. 3. Intermediate node packet processing for Two-Phase Routing in IP-
over-Optical networks.

A. IP Backbones

Two-phase routing, as envisaged for IP-over-Optical net-
works, establishes the fixed bandwidth Phase 1 and Phase 2
paths at the optical layer. Thus, theoptical layer is statically
provisionedand does not need to be reconfigured in response
to traffic changes. IP packets are routed end-to-end withIP
layer processing at a single intermediate node only. While
in transit at the optical layer inside either Phase 1 or Phase
2 tunnels, packets do enter the router but appear as transit
traffic at the Optical Cross-Connect (OXC) only. The IP layer
packet processing at an intermediate node works as follows.
The optical layer circuit is dropped at the IP router at the
node (through OXC-to-router links), wherein the packets are
multiplexed back to the OXC (through router-to-OXC links)
to be routed through direct optical layer circuits to their final
destinations. Figure 3 illustrates optical layer transit traffic and
intermediate node packet processing functionality at a node.

This architecture provides the desirable statistical multi-
plexing properties of packet switching for handling highly
variable traffic without significantly increasing the IP layer
transit. Compare this with the high levels of IP layer transit
traffic in IP-over-WDM architecture where routers are directly
connected to WDM systems and need to process packets at
each hop.

B. Specialized Service Overlays

Two-phase routing can be used to provide QoS guarantees
for variable traffic and support indirection in intra-ISP de-
ployments of specialized service overlays like i3. (Note that
we are not considering Internet-wide deployment here.) The
intermediate nodes in the two-phase routing scheme are ideal
candidates for locating i3 servers. Because we are considering
a network whose topology is known, two-phase routing can
be used to not only pick the i3 server locations (interme-
diate nodes) but also traffic engineer paths for routing with
bandwidth guarantees between sender and receiver through i3
server nodes. Because the two-phase routing scheme can route
the Phase 1 and Phase 2 paths with protection, this can also
provide network level reliability of the services provided.

The ingress-egress traffic constraintsRi, Cj in the two-
phase routing scheme now apply to network nodes to which
hosts attach for using the services provided. For example, the
host could be a laptop and a node could be a corporate site or



an ISP PoP. Mobility of the hosts manifest itself as changes
in traffic originating from or destined to the network points of
attachment (nodes), since mobile hosts will attach themselves
to different nodes over time. The Phase 1 and Phase 2 paths
of the specified bandwidth will provide bandwidth guarantees
across all i3 applications described in [18], including mobility,
multicast, and anycast. This is because the traffic arising from
such applications obey, by default, the aggregate ingress-egress
constraints at each node.

C. Middlebox Routing

Two-phase routing can naturally accommodate a middlebox
routing architecture in ISP networks and also provide QoS
guarantees for variable traffic. The intermediate nodes in two-
phase routing are ideal locations for deploying middleboxes
that provide functionalities like caching and content filtering.
Because all traffic passes through one of the intermediate
nodes in the scheme, the requirement of the middleware
service to be comprehensive (in the sense that every packet
routed through the network must be examined at least once) is
also met. The routing can now provide end-to-end bandwidth
guarantees for variable traffic patterns. Experiments on actual
ISP topologies for maximum throughput two-phase routing in
Section IX indicate that the number of intermediate nodes in
two-phase routing is small compared to the total number of
nodes in the network. Given that the deployment of services
like content filtering are expensive (from a hardware perspec-
tive), a smaller number of intermediate nodes can lead to cost-
effective deployment of such services.

VII. L INEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATIONS

Given a network with link capacitiesue and constraints
Ri, Cj on the ingress-egress traffic, we consider the problem
of two-phase routing so as to maximize throughput. The
throughput is the maximum multiplierλ such that all matrices
in λ · T ( ~R, ~C) can be feasibly routed.

In this section, we describe linear programming (LP) formu-
lations for the above problem. Note that for the case of equal
split ratios, i.e.,αi = 1

n for all i ∈ N , the demand between
nodesi andj is (Ri +Cj)/n, and the problem reduces to the
maximum concurrent flow problem [16].

Suppose we relax the requirement that the traffic split ratios
αj sum to1 in a feasible solution of the problem. Consider
the sumλ =

∑
i∈N αi. The traffic split ratios can be divided

by λ (normalized) so that they sum to1, in which case all
matrices inλ · T ( ~R, ~C) can be feasibly routed. Thus, the
appropriate measure of throughput is the quantity

∑
i∈N αi

when the traffic split ratios are not constrained to sum to1.

A. Link Flow Based Formulation

We adopt the standard network flow terminology from [1].
Let xij

e denote the flow value on linke for routingαjRi+αiCj

amount of flow from source nodei to destination nodej.
Then, the problem of two-phase routing so as to maximize
throughput can be expressed as the following link indexed
linear program:

maximize
∑

i∈N αi

subject to

∑

e∈E+(k)

xij
e −

∑

e∈E−(k)

xij
e =

{
αjRi + αiCj if k = i
−αjRi − αiCj if k = j
0 otherwise

∀ i, j, k ∈ N (1)∑
i,j∈N

xij
e ≤ ue ∀ e ∈ E (2)

αi ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ N (3)

xij
e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E, ∀ i, j ∈ N (4)

Constraints (1) corresponding to the routing ofαjRi+αiCj

amount of flow from nodei to nodej. Constraints (2) are the
link capacity constraints. By using per-source flow variables
xi

e instead of per source-destination variablesxij
e , the number

of flow variables in the above linear program can be reduced
by a factor ofn.

The above linear program is of polynomial size and is
amenable for solution with LP solvers like CPLEX [5].
However, it is well known that running times of general linear
programming based algorithms for network problems do not
scale well with increasing network size.So we propose to de-
sign a fast combinatorial algorithm (FPTAS) with performance
guarantees for the problem.

B. Incorporating Node Capacity Constraints in IP-over-
Optical Networks

Consider the deployment of our routing scheme in IP-over-
Optical networks as discussed in Section VI-A. The end-to-end
IP traffic traverses router-to-OXC links not only at the source
and destination nodes but also at the intermediate nodes. This
router-to-OXC traffic at a node is bounded by the aggregate
connectivity of the IP router to the OXC at that node. Thus, we
need to model such node capacity constraints in our problem
formulation.

This is done by transforming the graph representation of
the network as follows. Split each node into two sub-nodes,
one representing the IP router and another the OXC at that
node. All links incident at each node in the original graph
are now incident at corresponding OXC sub-node. Add links
in either direction connecting the router and OXC sub-nodes
with capacity equal to the given router-to-OXC connectivity at
that node. Traffic originates and terminates at the router sub-
nodes in this transformed graph. Transit traffic traverses the
OXC sub-nodes only, except at the intermediates nodes where
it uses the router-to-OXC links to enter and leave the router
sub-nodes. With this graph transformation, we can apply the
problem formulation from Section VII-A in the context of IP-
over-Optical networks.

C. Path Flow Based Formulation

In this section, we present a path indexed linear pro-
gramming formulation for the above problem. This will be
subsequently used to develop the fast combinatorial algorithm
(FPTAS) in Section VIII.

Let Pij denote the set of all paths from nodei to nodej.
Let x(P ) denote the traffic on pathP .



maximize
∑

i∈N αi

subject to
∑

P∈Pij

x(P ) = αjRi + αiCj ∀ i, j ∈ N (5)

∑

P3e

x(P ) ≤ ue ∀ e ∈ E (6)

αi ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ N (7)

x(P ) ≥ 0 ∀ P (8)

In Section VIII, we state the dual of the linear program. In
general, a network can have an exponential number of paths (in
the size of the network). Hence, this (primal) linear program
can have possibly exponential number of variables and its
dual can have an exponential number of constraints – they
are both not suitable for running on medium to large sized
networks. The usefulness of the primal and dual formulation
is in designing a fast combinatorial algorithm for the problem.

VIII. FAST COMBINATORIAL ALGORITHM

In this section, we develop a fast combinatorial algorithm
(FPTAS) that computes the traffic split ratios and routing of
Phase 1 and Phase 2 paths up to(1 + ε)-factor of the optimal
objective function value (maximum throughput) for anyε > 0.
We begin with the dual formulation of the linear program
discussed above. The primal-dual approach we develop is
adapted from the technique in Garg and Könemann [8] for
solving the maximum multicommodity flow problem, where
flows are augmented in the primal solution and dual variables
are updated in an iterative manner.

The dual formulation of the linear program outlined in
Section VII-C associates a variableπij with each demand
constraint in (3), and a non-negative variablew(e) with each
link capacity constraint in (4). LetSP (i, j) denote the cost of
the shortest pathP ∈ Pij under weightsw(e). That is,

SP (i, j) = min
P∈Pij

∑

e∈P

w(e)

After simplification and removal of the dual variablesπij , the
dual linear program can be written as below:

minimize
∑

e∈E uew(e)

subject to
∑

i 6=k

RiSP (i, k) +
∑

j 6=k

CjSP (k, j) ≥ 1 ∀ k ∈ N (9)

w(e) ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E (10)

For a given nodek and weightsw(e), let V (k) denote
the left-hand-side (LHS) of constraint (5). Given the weights
w(e), note that the valuesV (k) for all k ∈ N can be
computed in polynomial time using a single all-pairs shortest
path computation with link costsw(e).

Given a set of weightsw(e), it is a feasible solution for the
dual program if and only if

min
k∈N

V (k) ≥ 1

j
Cj

Ri

i

Shortest Paths w.r.t

link costs w(e)
k

Pi

Qj

Fig. 4. One Step in the Primal-Dual Computation.

The algorithm works as follows. Start with equal initial
weightsw(e) = δ (the quantityδ depends onε and is derived
later). Repeat the following until the dual feasibility constraints
are satisfied:

1) Compute the nodek = k̄ for which V (k) is minimum.
This identifies a nodēk as well as shortest pathsPi from
nodei to nodek̄ for all i and pathsQj from nodek̄ to
nodej for all j (see Figure 4).

2) For eache ∈ E, let NP (e) be the set of nodesi for
which pathPi contains linke andNQ(e) be the set of
nodesj for which pathQj contains linke. Compute

α = min
e∈E

ue∑
i∈NP (e) Ri +

∑
j∈NQ(e) Cj

(11)

3) SendαRi amount of flow on pathPi for all i andαCj

amount of flow on pathQj for all j, and compute the
total flow ∆(e) that is sent on linke for all e ∈ E.
Increment the flow on linke by ∆(e).

4) Update the weightsw(e) for all e ∈ E as

w(e) ← w(e)(1 +
ε∆(e)

ue
)

5) Increment the split ratioαk̄ associated with nodēk by
α .

When the above procedure terminates, dual feasibility con-
straints will be satisfied. However, primal capacity constraints
on each link will be violated, since we were working with
the original (and not residual) link capacities at each stage. To
remedy this, we scale down the flows and traffic split ratios
αi uniformly so that capacity constraints are obeyed.

Note that since the algorithm maintains primal and dual
solutions at each step, the optimality gap can be estimated by
computing the ratio of the primal and dual objective function
values. The computation can be terminated immediately after
the desired closeness to optimality is achieved.

The pseudo-code for the above procedure, called Algorithm
MAX-THROUGHPUT, is provided in the box below. Array
flow(e) keeps track of the traffic on linke as the algorithm
progresses. The variableG is initialized to 0 and remains
< 1 as long as the dual constraints remain unsatisfied. After
the while loop terminates, the maximum factor by which the
capacity constraint is violated on any link is computed into
scale. Finally, the αi values are divided by the maximum
capacity violation factor and the resulting values output.



Algorithm MAX-THROUGHPUT:

αk ← 0 ∀ k ∈ N ;
w(e) ← δ ∀ e ∈ E ;
flow(e) ← 0 ∀ e ∈ E ;
G ← 0 ;

while G < 1 do
Compute shortest path of costSP (i, j) from
i to j under link costsw(e) ∀ i, j ∈ N ;
V (k) ← ∑

i 6=k
RiSP (i, k) +

∑
j 6=k

CjSP (k, j) ;
G ← mink∈N V (k) ;
k̄ ← arg mink∈N V (k) ;
if G ≥ 1 break ;
(Denote shortest path fromi to k̄ by Pi for all i
and shortest path from̄k to j by Qj for all j.)
NP (e) ← {i : Pi containse} for all e;
NQ(e) ← {j : Qj containse} for all e;
α ← mine∈E

ue∑
i∈NP (e)

Ri+
∑

j∈NQ(e)
Cj

;

SendαRi flow on pathPi for all i and
αCj flow on pathQj for all j and compute
resulting capacity usage∆(e) on link e for all e ;
flow(e) ← flow(e) + ∆(e) for all e ;
w(e) ← w(e)(1 + ε∆(e)/ue) for all e ;
αk̄ ← αk̄ + α ;

end while

scale ← maxe∈E flow(e)/ue for all e ∈ E ;
αk ← αk/scale for all k ∈ N ;
Output traffic split ratiosαk for all k ∈ N ;

Let L = (n − 1)(
∑

i∈N Ri +
∑

j∈N Cj) and let L′

denote the minimum non-zero value of theRi’s and Cj ’s.
The values ofε and δ are related, in the following theorem,
to the approximation factor guarantee of Algorithm MAX-
THROUGHPUT.

Theorem 1:For any given ε′ > 0, Algorithm
MAX-THROUGHPUT computes a solution with objective
function value within(1 + ε′)-factor of the optimum for

δ =
1 + ε

L′[(1 + ε) L
L′ ]

1/ε
and ε = 1− 1√

1 + ε′
We end this section with a bound on the running time of
Algorithm MAX-THROUGHPUT.

Theorem 2:For any givenε > 0 chosen to provide the
desired approximation factor guarantee in accordance with
Theorem 1, Algorithm MAX-THROUGHPUT runs in time
polynomial in the input size and1/ε, that is

O

(
nm

ε2
(m + n log n) log

L

L′

)

IX. EVALUATION ON ISP TOPOLOGIES

In this section, we evaluate the performance of two-phase
routing. We first define a quantity calledthroughput efficiency
that will be used to measure the effectiveness of two-phase
routing against a general class of routing schemes that can
handle traffic variability.

A. Throughput Efficiency

Given a network with link capacitiesue and boundsRi, Cj

on the traffic matrix, an outputλ∗ of the problem formulation
in Section VII provides a guarantee that all matrices in
λ∗ · T ( ~R, ~C) can be routed by two-phase routing. The highest

Best possible throughput λ*

for two-phase routing

λ* λOPT

Throughput greater than λOPT

is infeasible for any routing scheme

0

Throughput Efficiency of Two-Phase Routing = λ*/λOPT

Fig. 5. Schematic Illustrating Throughput Efficiency of Two-Phase Routing.

possible throughputλOPT is admitted by the optimal scheme
among the class of schemes that is allowed to make the routing
dynamically dependent on the traffic matrix. This is illustrated
in Figure 5. The ratio λ∗

λOP T
(≤ 1) is defined as thethroughput

efficiencyof two-phase routing.
Note that the throughput efficiency, as defined above, is

different from the oblivious ratio of Azar et al. [2]. In the
latter case, the routing is compared with thebest routing for
a single traffic matrix. In our case, the routing is compared
with best scheme for routing all matrices inT ( ~R, ~C).

It is shown in [10] that the throughput efficiency of two-
phase routing is at least 0.5 (or, 50%) when the ingress-
egress capacities are symmetric, i.e.,Ri = Ci for all i. The
latter assumption holds for all the ISP topologies we use in
our experiments because network routers and switches have
bidirectional ports (line cards). We will see that the throughput
efficiency of two-phase routing on the evaluated topologies is
significantly better than this theoretical lower bound of 50%.

The valueλOPT is hard to compute. Suppose that we take
any single matrixT ∈ T ( ~R, ~C) and compute the maximum
multiplier λ(T ) (using a maximum concurrent flow formula-
tion [16]) such thatλ(T ) · T can be feasibly routed in the
network with given link capacities. Then,λOPT ≤ λ(T ), and
hence λ∗

λ(T ) ≤ λ∗
λOP T

≤ 1. Thus, for any traffic matrixT ∈
T ( ~R, ~C), the quantity λ∗

λ(T ) is a lower bound on the throughput
efficiency of two-phase routing. To obtain a tight lower bound,
we would a like to identify a matrixT ∈ T ( ~R, ~C) for which
λ(T ) is minimum. This matrixT is hard to compute. We use
a heuristic approach to find a matrix that gives tight lower
bounds.

B. Topologies and Link/Ingress-Egress Capacities

For our experiments, we use six ISP topologies collected
by Rocketfuel, an ISP topology mapping engine [17]. These
topologies list multiple intra-PoP (Point of Presence) routers
and/or multiple intra-city PoPs as individual nodes. We co-
alesced PoPs into nodes corresponding to cities so that the
topologies represent geographical PoP-to-PoP ISP topologies.
Some data about the original Rocketfuel topologies and their
coalesced versions is provided in Table I.

Link capacities, which are required to compute the maxi-
mum throughput, are not available for these topologies. Rock-
etfuel computed OSPF/IS-IS link weights for the topologies
so that shortest cost paths match observed routes. In order
to deduce the link capacities from the weights, we assumed
that the given link weights are the default setting for OSPF
weights in Cisco routers, i.e., inversely proportional to the



Topology Routers Links PoPs Links
(original) (inter-router) (coalesced) (inter-PoP)

Telstra (Australia) 1221 108 306 57 59
Sprintlink (US) 1239 315 1944 44 83
Ebone (Europe) 1755 87 322 23 38
Tiscali (Europe) 3257 161 656 50 88
Exodus (Europe) 3967 79 294 22 37
Abovenet (US) 6461 141 748 22 42

TABLE I

ROCKETFUEL TOPOLOGIES: ORIGINAL NUMBER OF ROUTERS AND INTER-ROUTER LINKS, AND NUMBER OF COALESCEDPOPS AND INTER-POP LINKS .

Throughput Efficiency Throughput Efficiency
Topology of Two-Phase Routing of Point-to-Point

Pipe Model
Telstra (Australia) 1221 100% 5.39%
Sprintlink (US) 1239 97.71% 3.76%
Ebone (Europe) 1755 98.90% 7.33%
Tiscali (Europe) 3257 95.65% 5.97%
Exodus (Europe) 3967 100% 13.15%
Abovenet (US) 6461 94.82% 10.44%

TABLE II

THROUGHPUTEFFICIENCY OF TWO-PHASE ROUTING AND

POINT-TO-POINT PIPE MODEL FORROCKETFUEL TOPOLOGIES.

link capacities [4]. The link capacities obtained in this manner
turned out to be symmetric, i.e.,uij = uji for all (i, j) ∈ E.

There is also no available information on the ingress-
egress traffic capacities at each node. Because ISPs commonly
engineer their PoPs to keep the ratio of add/drop and transit
traffic approximately fixed, we assumed that the ingress-egress
capacity at a node is proportional to the total capacity of
network links incident at that node. We also assume thatRi =
Ci for all nodesi – since network routers and switches have
bidirectional ports (line cards), hence the ingress and egress
capacities are equal. Thus, we haveRi(= Ci) ∝

∑
e∈E+(i) ue.

C. Experiments and Results

To obtain the maximum throughput for two-phase routing
for purposes of comparison with that of the optimal scheme,
we used the exact linear programming formulation from Sec-
tion VII and solved it using CLPEX [5].

1) Throughput Efficiency:In Table II, we list the through-
put efficiency of two-phase routing for the six Rocketfuel
topologies. We compare this with the throughput efficiency
of the point-to-point pipe provisioning modelin which a fixed
demand ofmin(Ri, Cj) is provisioned from nodei to nodej
for all i, j ∈ N to handle the maximum possible traffic fromi
andj under the given ingress-egress capacities. Similar to that
for two-phase routing, the throughput efficiency of the point-
to-point pipe model is measured relative to the throughput of
the optimal scheme.

Table II clearly shows that the throughput of two-phase
routing is very close to that of the best possible scheme for
routing with traffic variability on all six Rocketfuel topologies.
Thus, two-phase routing, surprisingly, is able to meet the
requirements of Section III without any appreciable decrease
in throughput compared to the optimal scheme. Table II also
brings out the poor throughput performance of the point-to-

Topology Number of
Intermediate Nodes

Telstra (Australia) 1221 1
Sprintlink (US) 1239 5
Ebone (Europe) 1755 4
Tiscali (Europe) 3257 7
Exodus (Europe) 3967 3
Abovenet (US) 6461 7

TABLE III

NUMBER OF INTERMEDIATE NODES IN TWO-PHASE ROUTING FOR

ROCKETFUEL TOPOLOGIES.

point pipe model, the throughput efficiency of which is in the
range of 3-14%.

2) Number of Intermediate Nodes:In Table III, we list the
number of intermediate nodesi with αi > 0 for maximum
throughput two-phase routing on the six Rocketfuel topolo-
gies. Interestingly, the number of such intermediate nodes,
especially for the larger topologies, is small compared to the
total number of nodes. This may have favorable implications in
the adaptation of the scheme to specialized service overlays
and middlebox routing as explained in Section VI. In these
two application scenarios, the intermediate nodes are sites for
locating overlay routing servers and middleboxes respectively.

3) Equal vs. Unequal Traffic Split Ratios:For the two-
phase routing scheme, we denote the throughput for equal
traffic split ratios byλequal and the throughput for our general
problem formulation that allows unequal traffic split ratios by
λunequal. It is easy to see thatλunequal ≥ λequal. In Table
IV, we give the throughput of two-phase routing with equal
and unequal split ratios. The percentage increase in throughput
λunequal−λequal

λequal
when we go from equal to unequal split ratios

is also shown. When either the link capacities or ingress-egress
capacities are scaled by a constant, the throughput values are
scaled by the same constant. Hence, for comparison purposes,
we have normalized the values so that the throughput for the
unequal traffic split ratios case isλunequal = 1.0.

The results clearly bring out the increase in network
throughput when the split ratiosαi are allowed to be unequal.
The average savings for the six Rocketfuel topologies is
57.89% and the range is from 12% to as high as 152%. We
conclude that by allowing the traffic split ratios to be unequal,
network throughput for two-phase routing can be increased
significantly over the equal traffic split ratios case.

X. RELATED WORK

In Section IV, we reviewed related work in [11], [2] for
direct source-destination routing along fixed paths. We pointed



Topology λunequal λequal
λunequal−λequal

λequal

Telstra (Australia) 1221 1.0 0.7756 28.93%
Sprintlink (US) 1239 1.0 0.3978 151.38%
Ebone (Europe) 1755 1.0 0.6137 62.95%
Tiscali (Europe) 3257 1.0 0.6625 50.95%
Exodus (Europe) 3967 1.0 0.8908 12.26%
Abovenet (US) 6461 1.0 0.7098 40.89%

TABLE IV

THROUGHPUT OFTWO-PHASE ROUTING WITH UNEQUAL AND EQUAL

TRAFFIC SPLIT RATIOS FORROCKETFUEL TOPOLOGIES.

out two aspects of these approaches that do not meet the
requirements of application scenarios discussed in Section III,
namely (i) the source needs toknow the final destination of a
packetfor routing it, and (ii) the bandwidth requirements of
the (fixed) paths change with traffic variations.

Because of (i), these methods cannot be used in specialized
service overlay models like i3 where thefinal destination of
a packet is not known at the source. Because of (ii), the
adaptation of these methods for IP-over-Optical networks ne-
cessitates detection of changes in traffic patterns and dynamic
reconfiguration of the provisioned optical layer circuits in
response to it, a functionality that is not present in current
IP-over-Optical network deployments.

The origin of two-phase routing can be traced back to
Valiant’s randomized scheme for communication among par-
allel processors interconnected in a hypercube topology [19].

Our current work is a sequel to [9]. In [20], a restricted
version of the scheme withequal traffic split ratios of1n and
equal ingress-egress capacities(Ri = Ci = c for all i) is
considered. The authors in [20] further assume that the IP layer
topology is a full-mesh (fully connected complete graph), so
that the Phase 1 and Phase 2 paths are one hop in length. These
paths need to be routed (via multi-hop paths) on the physical
WDM topology (which is a sparse graph), an important aspect
which they do not consider. Also, if the IP topology is not
full-mesh, the Phase 1 and Phase 2 paths will be multi-hop
at the IP layer itself. Our problem formulation for two-phase
routing in [9] (and in this paper) models the multi-hop routing
of Phase 1 and Phase 2 paths and can be applied to a general
IP layer topology and a physical WDM topology.

XI. CONCLUSION

The two-phase routing scheme was recently proposed for
routing highly dynamic and changing traffic patterns on the
Internet with QoS guarantees. If deployed, it will allow service
providers to operate their networks in a quasi-static manner
where both intra-domain paths and the bandwidths allocated to
these paths is robust to extreme traffic variation. The scheme
has the desirable properties of supporting (i) indirection in
specialized service overlay models like i3, and (ii) static
optical layer provisioning in IP-over-Optical networks. To
our knowledge, this routing scheme is the only one that
is sufficiently versatile to handle the needs of such diverse
applications that we studied while also being robust to extreme
traffic fluctuation.

In this paper, we developed linear programming formula-
tions and a fast combinatorial algorithm for routing under
the scheme so as to maximize throughput. We compared the

throughput performance of two-phase routing with that of
the optimal scheme among the class of all schemes that are
allowed to make the routing dynamically dependent on the
traffic matrix. Experiments on actual ISP topologies taken
from the Rocketfuel project show that the throughput of two-
phase routing with intermediate node dependent traffic split
ratios is within 6% of the optimal scheme on all evaluated
topologies. Thus, two-phase routing achieves its robustness to
traffic variation and its versatility in being applicable to the
discussed networking scenarios without any significant over-
provisioning of capacity.
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